
Members Club Information  

 PLEASE READ 

 

This article is primarily aimed at new members or those who may be unsure of how to engage with 

the Members content.  

 

TTP Jumps Notes 

The daily offering of the Members club is centred on highlighting qualifiers against the stats from my 

jumps guide ‘Trainer Track Profiles: Jumps 2016/17’ (which you all get free access to if you stay 

beyond the trial period- worth £38)  

Every day I post the qualifiers against the two stats sections of each track profile – ‘General Race 

Types’ (covers all handicaps, handicap hurdles, handicap chases,NHF) and the ‘Micro Angles’ (trainer 

jockey combos/distance/class etc) 

Excluding Sunday’s I also post up a mixture of notes and ‘my view’ in relation to each qualifier- 

highlighting any other stats of interest and some subjective assessment of their chance. The purpose 

of this added information is ultimately to try and avoid a few losers, and save us some points- while 

ensuring I do not put myself or others off any winners! My motto is ‘if in doubt, trust the stats’.  

As I write the stats have been in live play for 10 weeks, posted freely on the blog and then 

exclusively for Members.  

You can flick through the results HERE>>> 

 

How Should You Use These Qualifiers?  

There is no right or wrong way to use the qualifiers highlighted by these stats. Their main purpose is 

to make your experience of jumps racing both more enjoyable and profitable.  

There are two main ways you could use the qualifiers… 

1. Use the selections as a starting point -  as added information when deciding your own bets 

for the day. You may have your own approach to punting and find these qualifiers add 

something extra into the mix. You may miss the odd winner, you may miss many losers, but 

ultimately they help you enjoy the sport more. You may not be worried about backing every 

selection etc and rather see them as a shortlist of possible bets.  

 

 

 

http://racingtoprofit.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/TTP.Jumps-2016.17-RESULTS-wk-10.pdf


2. Back all of the selections systematically – quite simply you trust the stats long term and 

back every selection to the same stake of your choice- that could be 1 point win, ½ point EW 

etc etc. IF you take this approach I strongly recommend that you start by paper trading first, 

to get a feel for the approach. When starting to bet with real money ensure you have an 

adequate bank – I would say at least 100 times you 1 point stake amount. This game is a 

marathon and not a sprint and stakes can always be increased over time, including into next 

jumps season and beyond. You must bet a level that makes you feel comfortable.  

 

Now 10 weeks have passed there are a couple things that are worth noting… 

 

 Backing all qualifiers, regardless of how many angles they qualify against (some 

qualify against a general race type stat and also a micro angle) has averaged around 

7 bets per day. There have however been many busy days- arguably too busy if I am 

being honest – some Saturdays have seen 20-25 qualifiers. This is important if 

baking all selections systematically as a bad day can be quite painful. That is why an 

adequate bank is required and is why some members have started off betting £1s, 

£2s or £5s and going from there.  

 At the moment the ‘general race type’ stats are massively outperforming the micro 

angle stats, as you will see in the results. This is something for us all to keep an eye 

on moving forward. The ‘general race type’ stats could be seen as the core 

component of the guide and after 10 weeks these are showing healthy profits of +91 

points. An option moving forward could be just to back those qualifiers 

systematically – and they have averaged around 5 qualifiers per day. The micro 

angles could be used as more of a starting point – albeit they are only a handful of 

winners away from being where you would want them to be.  

 It should also be noted that this is the first time I have highlighted qualifiers from 

this guide on a daily basis, and in live play. This is the second edition, having first 

published one last season. There is always a chance that the wheels fall off- but that 

is why a sensible approach is required and why in part I have a monthly subscription 

option – you can always jump ship! : ) But, so far, so profitable.  

 

Do take time to acclimatise yourself with the results and the daily Jumps Notes posts. The idea of the 

7 day free trial is to allow you to feel your way in. The monthly subscription option also gives you the 

chance to try them for a bit longer- another month say- before making a decision as to whether they 

are for you.  

I know this approach will not be for everyone but I hope you give the stats a chance to influence 

your experience of the sport, and find a way to use them that suits you.  

And, there is more to the Members Club than just these daily Jumps Notes, albeit they are a core 

component… 

 

 



What else do you get as a Member?  

 If you stay beyond the trial period you will gain access to the two published stats packs to 

date, the TTP Jumps 2016/17 (worth £38) and my winter All-Weather guide (worth £7)  

 You will also gain access to various other reports through the year that I would otherwise 

charge for (mainly my Cheltenham and Aintree guides)  

 You also have access to the ‘exclusive reports’ section of the Members area, to the left hand 

side when you are logged in. Every month I send out a ‘research article’ that is there for you 

to read and flick through. These are mainly trainer based research pieces for you to use as 

you please.  

 I also produce some big race trends/stats for at least one race every weekend. These are 

published on a Thursday or Friday morning.  

 You also have access to my ‘big meeting trainer notes’ – which are mainly positive pointers 

for various historical meetings, both over jumps and on the flat.  

 The aim with all of this information is to provide something of interest to read and that may 

help you identify more winners/value bets etc.  

So, do take some time to look around the Members Area and in particular the various posts in the 

‘exclusive reports’ section – hopefully the non ‘TTP Jumps Notes’ posts stand out, and you can keep 

scrolling through.  

For £10 per month I think it is great value, but I will let you be the judge of that   

As always if you have any questions either post a comment under the relevant daily post, or send me 

an email – info@racingtoprofit.co.uk  

This game is a marathon and not a sprint, and I hope you stick around for a long time to come. I will 

try and make your experience the best it can be.  

All the best,  

Josh  

mailto:info@racingtoprofit.co.uk

